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ARTICLE

Recurrent transcriptional responses in AML and MDS
patients treated with decitabine

Pawan Upadhyaya,1, Jeremy Bealesa,2, Nakul M. Shahb, Agata Gruszczynskaa, Christopher A. Millera,
Allegra A. Pettic, Sai Mukund Ramakrishnana, Daniel C. Linka, Timothy J. Leya, and John S. Welcha*

aDivision of Oncology, Department of Medicine, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO;
bDepartment of Medicine, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO; cDepartment of Neuro-

logical Surgery, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO

The molecular events responsible for decitabine responses in myelodysplastic syndrome and acute myeloid
leukemia patients are poorly understood. Decitabine has a short serum half-life and limited stability in tissue
culture. Therefore, theoretical pharmacologic differences may exist between patient molecular changes in
vitro and the consequences of in vivo treatment. To systematically identify the global genomic and transcrip-
tomic alterations induced by decitabine in vivo, we evaluated primary bone marrow samples that were col-
lected during patient treatment and applied whole-genome bisulfite sequencing, RNA-sequencing, and
single-cell RNA sequencing. Decitabine induced global, reversible hypomethylation after 10 days of therapy
in all patients, which was associated with induction of interferon-induced pathways, the expression of
endogenous retroviral elements, and inhibition of erythroid-related transcripts, recapitulating many effects
seen previously in in vitro studies. However, at relapse after decitabine treatment, interferon-induced tran-
scripts remained elevated relative to day 0, but erythroid-related transcripts now were more highly
expressed than at day 0. Clinical responses were not correlated with epigenetic or transcriptional signatures,
although sample size and interpatient variance restricted the statistical power required for capturing smaller
effects. Collectively, these data define global hypomethylation by decitabine and find that erythroid-related
pathways may be relevant because they are inhibited by therapy and reverse at relapse. © 2022 ISEH – Soci-
ety for Hematology and Stem Cells. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

HIGHLIGHTS

� Decitabine induces global, reversible hypomethylation in AML and
MDS.

� Decitabine induces modest transcriptional changes.

� Interpatient differences outweigh decitabine-induced transcrip-
tional changes.

� Erythroid-related transcripts are inhibited by decitabine and
increase at relapse.

� Subclonal mutations are rarely associated with transcriptional sig-
natures.

Among acute myeloid leukemia (AML) therapies, decitabine has sev-
eral unique features. It is well-tolerated, which enables administration
to older and frail patients. It can be administered in the outpatient set-
ting. And, until recently, it was commonly used as a single agent.

However, the mechanisms of decitabine activity and responses in vivo
remain incompletely understood.

Decitabine is a cytosine analog that is incorporated into newly syn-
thesized DNA. When incorporated into DNA, this substituted base
interacts covalently with DNMT1, the maintenance DNA methyl-
transferase, inhibiting DNA methylation across the genome, and the
hypomethylation induced by decitabine is reversible after the drug is
withdrawn [1−7].

We previously used Illumina BeadChip technology to assess in vivo
methylation changes induced after 10 days of decitabine [8,9]. This
approach provides broad but incomplete CpG analysis (485,000
CpGs, representing »1.5% of CpGs in the genome, with a bias
toward CpGs near promoter/enhancer regions). We observed statisti-
cally overlapping but incomplete hypomethylation on day 10 in
responding and non-responding patients, suggesting that decitabine
“hit the target” in both groups of patients and that equivalent hypo-
methylation occurred across diverse genomic features (e.g., pro-
moters, gene bodies, islands, and non-island shores). Whole-genome
bisulfite sequencing provides a more complete analysis of DNA
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methylation changes associated with decitabine therapy in vivo, but
has not previously been reported for the study of treated patients.

Initial in vitro approaches suggested that decitabine-induced per-
turbation of the methylome results in transcriptional reprogramming
and derepression of potential tumor suppressors, and cellular differ-
entiation effects [10]. Further analysis identified re-expression of mul-
tiple embryonic transcripts, including Melanoma Antigen Genes
(MAGE) transcripts [11], cancer testes antigens [12,13], Nanog [14],
and Oct4 [15]. Decitabine also has been shown to induce expression
of a wide range of transposable elements [16]. Activation of these epi-
genetically silenced transcripts could lead to anti-leukemic responses
via the expression of recognizable neo-antigens, through cellular stres-
sors, or through induced interferon responses [11,17,18].

To more comprehensively define the epigenetic and transcriptional
changes induced by decitabine therapy, we evaluated primary bone
marrow samples from a series of patients treated with single-agent 10-
day decitabine [8]. Samples were assessed using whole-genome bisul-
fite sequencing (WGBS), RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), and single-cell
RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq). We identified patterns of global hypo-
methylation, but were unable to identify regions of the genome that
were differentially susceptible to decitabine-induced hypomethyla-
tion on day 10. In addition, we also were not able to find regions dif-
ferentially susceptible to re-methylation by day 28. These two
findings suggest decitabine has non-specific, global effects on the
genome. During treatment, decitabine induced signatures of matura-
tion, interferon activation, and inhibited erythroid signatures (which
included a set of porphyrin synthesis genes, globin genes, and ery-
throid maturation genes). At relapse, the interferon activation signa-
tures persisted, whereas inhibition of erythroid signatures was
reversed, with expression levels increased relative to day 0. This sug-
gests that interferon signaling may not be relevant for decitabine
responses, whereas erythroid pathways may be relevant for response.

METHODS

Patients and sample collection

All patients evaluated in this study had been enrolled in a prospective
clinical trial using decitabine 20 mg/m2/day on days 1−10 of 28-day
cycles (Clinicaltrials.gov NCT01687400) [8]. The trial was approved
by the institutional review board at Washington University in St. Louis
and was conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki. All the patients provided written informed consent
that explicitly included genome sequencing and data sharing with
qualified investigators.

The molecular mechanisms of decitabine responses remain incom-
pletely understood. To capture diverse possible response mechanisms,
NCT01687400 enrolled a breadth of patients typically exposed to
decitabine, including transfusion-dependent myelodysplastic syn-
dromes (MDS), older AML, and relapsed/refractory AML. In this
manuscript we evaluate samples collected in NCT01687400. For
technical reasons, we biased analysis to patients with high tumor bur-
den, defined by exome sequencing or cytogenetics, regardless of blast
counts, and included both MDS and AML subjects. For all studies,
cryopreserved viable cells were thawed and processed immediately
with minimal manipulation. Total DNA or RNA was extracted for
WGBS or RNA Seq or viable cells were subject to standard single cell
analysis preparation.

Quantification and statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using either the software described
in the supplemental methods, in R (Version 3.6, R Foundation,
Vienna, Austria), or GraphPad Prism (Version 9, GraphPad, San
Diego, CA). Hypothesis testing in R was performed using x2 tests for
categorical variables, t tests for continuous variables, Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests for comparing means of gene expression quartiles, or Fish-
er’s exact test for differences between proportional data.

Deposition of sequence data

All sequencing data for all studies were deposited to the dbGaP study
ID phs000159.

RESULTS

Whole-genome methylation analysis

We used whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) to evaluate
trios of samples from 29 patients collected from bone marrow aspi-
rates on days 0, 10 and 28 during decitabine therapy (treatment con-
sisted of 20 mg/m2/day on days 1−10 of 28-day cycles)
(Supplementary Table E1, online only, available at www.exphem.
org). Sequencing resulted in coverage of »89% of the CpGs in the
human reference genome, with a mean of 7.6 £ coverage for each
sample (n = 87, 29 samples each for day 0, day 10, and day 28)
(Supplementary Table E2). As expected, we observed more complete
coverage of CpG sites in WGBS data as compared with our prior
array data (27 million CpGs vs. 450,000 interrogated;
Supplementary Figure E1A). Day 10 samples were associated with
global hypomethylation in patient bone marrow samples compared
with day 0 samples, and we observed incomplete restoration of
methylation levels by day 28 (Figure 1; Supplementary Figure E1B).
Neither the extent of hypomethylation on day 10, nor the extent of
remethylation on day 28 correlated with response (Supplementary
Figure E2), consistent with prior results [8].

We examined context-specific global methylation patterns
observed at annotated genes, transcription factor binding sites
(TFBSs), DNase-resistant sites (BP-DNase), and CpG islands and
across 25 different chromatin annotated states (ChromHMM-25).
These annotated regions were each associated with canonical methyl-
ation patterns at day 0 (e.g., hypermethylation upstream of a tran-
scriptional start site, hypomethylation at the transcriptional start site
and hypermethylation along the gene body). At day 10, these pat-
terns were globally retained across all evaluated annotated regions
but were associated with global, nonspecific hypomethylation. Like-
wise, these patterns were retained during remethylation at day 28,
suggestive of global, random hypomethylation and remethylation
processes (Figure 1C; Supplementary Figure E1B) [9]. Using differen-
tially methylated region (DMR) analysis, we could not identify recur-
rent, high-confidence DMRs within the data set that were recurrent
across patients or clinically defined subgroups (all identified recurrent
DMRs were associated with outlier cases, and none passed manual
review).

Interpatient heterogeneity dominated global transcriptional
variance

To examine the transcriptional changes induced by 10 days of decita-
bine treatment, we evaluated RNA-seq data from the bone marrow
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Figure 1 Alteration in genomewide methylation levels during decitabine treatment in the bone marrow of acute myeloid leukemia and
myelodysplastic syndrome patients. (A) Representative density plots of mean DNA methylation values from whole-genome methyla-
tion sequencing across all the sites for bone marrow at days 0, 10, and 28 (patient 1002). (B) Heatmap comparison of »30,000
DMRs defined between the day 0 and day 10 samples of patient 1002, with “passive” plotting of the methylation density of the same
regions on day 28. (C) Composite plots of DNA methylation levels in various genomic contexts across sites at days 0, 10, and 28.
Each region was covered by six equally sized bins and by two flanking regions of the same size. Smoothing was done by cubic
splines. Each dotted line represents results from a separate patient (n = 29). DMRs=differentially methylated regions; TFBS=tran-
scription factor binding sites.
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aspirate cells of 30 MDS/AML patients collected on days 0 and 10 of
decitabine treatment (Supplementary Table E1). Total bone marrow
aspirate cells were used, and samples with evidence of tumor burden
involving more than 70% of the marrow were prioritized for analysis
(heterozygous founding clone variant allele frequency [VAF] >35%).
Within an unsupervised hierarchical analysis of the top 1,000 most
variable transcripts across all samples, individual samples clustered
together by patient rather than by treatment day (Figure 2A). Differ-
entially expressed transcripts were identified between day 0 and day
10 samples, noting only modest fold changes for most and more tran-
scripts with increased expression (N = 427) than decreased expres-
sion (N = 228) (Figure 2B; Supplementary Table E3). Among these
transcripts, many have been previously identified as regulated by

decitabine exposure (e.g., ANPEP (alanyl aminopeptidase, mem-
brane), HIRA (histone cell cycle regulator), SEL1L (SEL1L adaptor
subunit of ERAD E3 ubiquitin ligase), IRF9 (interferon regulatory fac-
tor 9), SERPINA1 (serpin family A member 1) (Up); HBB (hemoglo-
bin subunit b), HBA1 (hemoglobin subunit a1) and HBA2
(hemoglobin subunit a2) (down). Within upregulated transcripts, we
observed multiple lineage-determining transcription factors (e.g.,
CEBPE [CCAATenhancer-binding protein e], GATA1 [GATA binding
protein 1]), as well as interferon-regulated transcripts (e.g., IFI44
[interferon induced protein 44]). A separate gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) analysis examining expressed transcripts between
days 0 and 10 revealed positive enrichment of interferon a and g

response gene sets and negative enrichment of erythroid-related and

Figure 2 Transcriptional changes in the bone marrow of AML and MDS patients during decitabine treatment identified with RNA-seq.
(A) Heatmap of the top 1,000 most variably expressed mRNA transcripts across day 0 and 10 bone marrow samples (n = 30). (B) Vol-
cano plots with differentially expressed transcripts at day 10 after decitabine treatment across 30 MDS/AML patients (FDR ≤0.1). (C)
Lollipop plot of significantly enriched Hallmark gene sets based on GSEA. The horizontal axis represents Hallmark gene sets, the ver-
tical axis represents FDR q values (≤0.10), and circle size depicts NES for each gene set. AML=acute myeloid leukemia; FDR=false
discovery rate; GSEA=gene set enrichment analysis;MDS=myelodysplastic syndromes; NES=normalized enrichment score.
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MYC target gene sets (Figure 2C), consistent with previous reports
[9,19−21].

Derepression of endogenous retroviruses

As activation of endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) by decitabine has
been documented in various cancer types, including MDS and AML,
we investigated differential expression of ERV transcripts in bone
marrow samples after decitabine treatment at day 10. We observed
increases in total ERV expression at day 10; however, it was modest
in absolute terms (i.e., less than twofold) (Figure 3A,B). In total, 17
ERV families were significantly overexpressed (adjusted p value
< 0.05), which included HERVH, HERV9, and HERV3 (Figure 3C,E;
Supplementary Table E4), which overlap with previously reported
decitabine-induced ERV families [22]. Induced ERV families were
heterogeneous between patients, and we could not identify specific
families with consistent regulation by decitabine across any clinically
or molecularly defined subgroups of patients (Figure 3D).

Interferons have been associated with the activation of ERVs [16].
Therefore, we assessed the correlation of the increase in ERV family
expression and a list of annotated interferon-activated transcripts
[23]. We did observe a trend toward a positive correlation between
ERV families and expression of some interferon-induced genes (e.g.,
IFITM1, OAS1), but none were significant (p value < 0.05) (Figure 3F).

scRNA-seq-based interrogation of MDS/AML patients’ bone
marrow

To improve the resolution of detection and to define decitabine
effects within malignant cells, we performed scRNA-seq on total
bone marrow aspirate cells from 10 patients collected on days 0 and
10 of decitabine treatment (Supplementary Table E5). Given restric-
tions based on the cost of these studies, our comparisons of
responder and nonresponder subsets could not be adequately pow-
ered. Therefore, we selected cases that were associated with clinical
responses (4 cases with CR, 4 with mCR, 6 with CRi, 5 with CCR).
Cases were prioritized with multiple mutations that could be evalu-
ated for transcriptional effects within subsets of cells, and these results
were integrated with prior data from two normal bone marrow
donor samples [24].

Data were processed and cells were included based on the num-
ber of detected transcripts (700−5,000), mitochondrial counts
(<10%), and ribosomal counts (<50%) (Supplementary Figure E3
and Supplementary Table E6). We used a k-nearest-neighbor algo-
rithm trained on the Data Management and Access Plan (DMAP)
database to estimate the lineage of each cell after performing typical
data filtration methods with the Partek Flow software (Figure 4;
Supplementary Figure E4A). Again, we observed strong interpatient
heterogeneity, with bone marrow cells clustering based on patient ori-
gin rather than treatment status (Figure 4A,B; Supplementary Figure
E4A,B). We observed that myeloid cells and lymphoid cells (predomi-
nantly T cells) clustered separately, and that myeloid cells formed
clusters with monocytic/common myeloid precursor (CMP) or
hematopoietic stem cell (HSC))/erythroid signatures (Figure 4C;
Supplementary Figure E4C). The bone marrow cells from normal
donors clustered with both myeloid and lymphoid cell patient sub-
sets, suggesting that much of the transcriptional hierarchy of normal
bone marrow lineage populations was still reflected in these MDS/
AML patients (Supplementary Figure E4). Surprisingly, transcriptional

differences induced by decitabine treatment at day 10 did not result
in separate Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection
(UMAP) clusters (Figure 4B; Supplementary Figure E4B). We also did
not observe recurrent enrichment of any lineage-defined cell type or
the proportion of MIKI67-positive cells at day 10 (Supplementary
Figure E4D).

Differential gene expression analysis was performed by first filter-
ing out lymphoid cells based on CD3E expression and lymphoid cell
DMAP signatures to enable a more enriched analysis of the residual
“myeloid” cells (Figure 4). Within the remaining “myeloid” cells from
the combined 10 patients, we identified 120 genes that were signifi-
cantly differentially expressed (fold change ≥ §2.0, false discovery
rate [FDR] ≤ 0.05) (Figure 4D; Supplementary Table E7). Again, the
majority were upregulated (Figure 4E, n = 101). We noted upregula-
tion of a set of previously reported decitabine-regulated genes, includ-
ing CEBPE [25], COL14A1 (collagen type XIV a1 chain), IFI27
(interferon a-inducible protein 27) [26−28], PNMA5 (PNMA family
member 5) [9,11], TRPM4 (transient receptor potential cation chan-
nel subfamily M member) [29], PRG2 (proteoglycan 2, pro-eosino-
phil major basic protein) [30], and IRF7 (interferon regulatory factor
7) [27,31]. Furthermore, a separate GSEA analysis revealed significant
(FDR ≤ 0.05) positive enrichment of interferon a and g response
gene sets and negative enrichment of TNFa signaling via NFkB and
heme metabolism (Supplementary Table E8), consistent with our
findings in RNA-Seq and previous reports [9,19−21].

Recurrent decitabine-induced transcriptional changes in
scRNA-seq

Because interpatient heterogeneity reduced our ability to detect deci-
tabine-induced changes, we assessed differential expression between
days 0 and 10 within the scRNA-seq data from individual patients
and then evaluated recurrence effects between patients. Differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) (FDR ≤ 0.05, fold change [FC] ≤�2, ≥2)
were noted in all patients (median = 316 per case, range: 94−699;
Supplementary Figures E5−E14). The absolute fold change noted for
DEGs within individuals tended to be larger than in the “combined”
analysis, but day 10 transcripts were rarely greater than 10-fold differ-
ent from day 0. In myeloid cells across MDS/AML patients, we
observed some heterogeneity in response within individual patients,
but transcriptional shifts tended to occur globally; we observed only
two cases with “blocks” of cells that exhibited discordant responses
that might represent subclones or subpopulations with differential
responses to decitabine compared with other cellular subsets within
an individual patient (patients 1014 and 1062; Supplementary Figures
E6F and E9F).

Individual cases were independently assessed for pathway-level
regulation using GSEA. Recurrently altered GSEA pathways (FDR
≤0.05 and recurrent in at least 5 cases) overlapped with the GSEA
results from RNA-seq and again included heme metabolism (down
in 6 cases); interferon a, interferon g , and inflammatory pathways
(up in 4, 3, and 4 cases, but also downregulated in some cases); and
coagulation (up in 5 cases) (Figure 5A).

DEG analysis between days 0 and 10 within individual patients
identified a total of 3,870 genes that were significantly regulated on
day 10 (FC ≥§2.0, FDR ≤0.05) across 10 MDS/AML patients
(Supplementary Table E9). Within this set, we observed 104 genes
that were recurrently altered in at least 4 of 10 cases. These included
myeloid maturation-related transcripts (CEBPE, ELANE [elastase,

Experimental Hematology
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neutrophil expressed],MPO [myeloperoxidase], CSTG [cathepsin G],
AUZ1 [azurocidin 1]); interferon-regulated transcripts: (IFI27, IFI30,
IFI44L [interferon-induced protein 44 like], IFITM1 [interferon-
induced transmembrane protein 1]), EGR1 [early growth response

1], E2F1 [E2F transcription factor 1], FOXM1 [forkhead box M], ID1
[inhibitor of DNA binding 1], CCR1 [C−C motif chemokine recep-
tor 1], CD14); and globin gene transcripts: HBB, HBD, and HBA1/2
(Figure 5B; Supplementary Figure E15).

Figure 3 Changes in human ERV transcripts during decitabine treatment in the bone marrow of acute myeloid leukemia and myelo-
dysplastic syndrome patients identified with bulk RNA sequencing. (A) Line plot of total ERV read counts for individual patients on
day 0 versus day 10. Significance was assessed with a paired t test. (B) Bar plot of log2 fold change in total ERV read counts by the
individual patient. (C) Volcano plot of differentially expressed ERV families at day 10 of decitabine across 30 patients (significant ERV
families in red, adjusted p value ≤ 0.05). (D) Heatmap of significantly differentially expressed ERV families using Z-score normaliza-
tion. (E) Line plot of selected significantly differentially expressed ERV families across individual patients. (F) Heatmap comparison
of ERV families and transcriptional changes in interferon response genes between day 10 and day 0 bone marrow samples, using
Pearson’s correlation values. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01. ERV=endogenous retrovirus.
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Because we had observed induction of maturation-related tran-
scripts in both RNA-seq and scRNA-seq, we sought to quantify global
maturation programs within the scRNA-seq data. We performed the
analysis in the PartekFlow software using the “AUCell” task. The input
to AUCell is a gene set, and the output is a gene set “activity” (AUC)
score assigned to each cell [32]. We used previously defined gene sig-
natures developed using AML populations, which separate hemato-
poietic stem cell/progenitor-like signatures (HSC-like), granulocyte/
monocyte progenitor-like signatures (GMP-like), and myeloid tumor
signatures [33]. Using this approach, we observed a significant
increase in GMP-like programs in 7 of 10 cases following decitabine
therapy, whereas HSC-like and myeloid tumor signatures were not
consistently modified across the 10 cases (Supplementary Figure
E16).

As a secondary validation of expression regulation, the most dif-
ferentially expressed transcripts identified in scRNA-seq were re-
examined within the RNA-seq data set. Within the top three, up-
and downregulated transcripts ATXN3L, HIRA, SEL1L, HBB,
HBA1, and HBA2 were all differentially expressed with a signifi-
cance of p < 0.05 when examined in isolation (i.e., without multi-
ple testing correction), and exhibited broad trends in the RNA-seq

data that reflected scRNA-seq results (Supplementary Figure
E17A). Of the top three interferon-regulated transcripts and top
three maturation-related transcripts, only CEBPE, IFI44, and
GATA1 were associated with at least p < 0.05 in the RNA-seq
data (Supplementary Figure E17B).

To determine whether these decitabine-regulated transcripts identi-
fied via scRNA-seq were recurrently observed beyond this data
set, we performed a literature search and identified 11 previously
published gene expression studies of decitabine treatment
(Supplementary Table E10A). Within these published studies, upregu-
lation of ANPEP, COL14A1, IFI27, IRF9, PNMA5, and PRG2 was
noted in 5 of 11 studies, and upregulation of IFI44L, IFI6, IRF7,
MPO, MX1 was reported in 3 of 11 studies. Lower expression levels
of HBB, HBA1, and HBA2 were reported in 2 of 4 studies (most
studies did not report lower expression levels with decitabine)
(Supplementary Table E10B,C). These studies examined cell line or
primary culture samples in vitro, and variable concentrations of deci-
tabine were used for treatment. Despite these caveats, this approach
appears to validate recurrent alterations in the abundance of several
transcripts in AML and MDS samples that were recurrently identified
in scRNA-seq.

Figure 4 Transcriptional changes in the bone marrow of AML and MDS patients during decitabine treatment identified using single
cell RNA sequencing. UMAP projection of scRNAseq data from myeloid cells (CD3E− and DMAP myeloid lineage) in MDS and AML
patients based on 10 principal component analysis consolidations and the 1,000 most variable genes in the data set. (A) Data col-
ored by the patient. (B) Data colored by day of decitabine treatment. (C) Data colored by predicted hematopoietic population using
DMAP gene expression profiles on days 0 and 10. (D) Volcano plot highlighting differentially expressed genes within the combined
data from 10 patients (FDR ≤0.05 and FC ≤�2, ≥2). AML=acute myeloid leukemia; FC=fold change; FDR=false discovery rate;
MDS=myelodysplastic syndromes; UMAP=Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection.
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Mutation-defined subclonal transcriptional signatures

Using a recently developed algorithm [34], we evaluated the expres-
sion of somatic mutations within individual cells in the scRNA-seq
data analyzed on day 0, independent of decitabine treatment. Of the
10 patients evaluated, only one displayed a transcriptional shift associ-
ated with a subclonal mutation (Figure 6A). Patient 1058 harbored a
mutation (A303P) in CEBPA (CCAAT Enhancer Binding Protein a)
that was associated with transcriptional clusters (C1 and C5) and an
HSC cell population signature, whereas the CEBPA non-mutant clus-
ters (C2, C8, and C9) were associated with megakaryocyte erythroid
progenitor (MEP)/erythroid population signatures (Figure 6A). By
comparing the cell populations between the clusters containing
CEBPA A303P cells (CEBPA mutant) and the clusters containing
CEBPA wild-type cells (CEBPA wild type), we identified 1,592 genes
that were significantly differently expressed (FC ≥§2.0, FDR ≤0.05)
(Figure 6C,D; Supplementary Table E11). Among the most highly dif-
ferentially expressed transcripts were lineage-determining transcrip-
tion factors and maturation-associated transcripts: increased in the
mutant cluster, CEBPA, CEBPE, CSF3R (colony-stimulating factor 3
receptor), and OAS2 (20-50-oligoadenylate synthetase 2); decreased
in the mutant cluster, GATA1, HBB, HBD, SLC40A1 (solute carrier

family 40 member 1) (Figure 6E), consistent with the lineage shift
identified in DMAP assigned cell types.

T-Cell subpopulation analysis

We evaluated T-cell-restricted populations as part of a separate analy-
sis (Supplementary Figure E18A). Like myeloid cells, decitabine treat-
ment was not associated with separate clusters on UMAP projection
(Supplementary Figure E18B). Unexpectedly, we identified cells with
tumor-associated mutations in the T-cell identified populations
(Supplementary Figure E18C,D). These included genes associated
with founding clone events (e.g., U2AF1), but also later progression
events (e.g., KRAS). Differential expression analysis revealed only 59
genes to be differentially expressed at day 10 (fold change ≥§2.0,
FDR ≤0.05) (Supplementary Figure E18E,F; Supplementary Table
E12). At day 0, bone marrow T cells were less frequently associated
with MKI67 expression than myeloid cells (1% vs. 10%, x2 p <
0.0001; Supplementary Figure E4D), suggesting that they are less pro-
liferative than AML cells, and this may contribute to reduced tran-
scriptional changes induced by a DNA-integrating drug like
decitabine.

Figure 5 Recurrently deregulated genes and gene sets post-decitabine treatment identified using single-cell RNA sequencing in
acute myeloid leukemia and myelodysplastic syndrome patients who had responded to decitabine. (A) Normalized enrichment score
data representation of statistically significant (false discovery rate ≤0.05) enriched hallmark gene sets based on gene set enrichment
analysis in at least 4 of 10 patients (only significant patients are represented by dots on the plot). (B) Fold change gene expression
data representation of selected recurrently regulated differentiation-related genes across 10 patients. Fold change values are indi-
cated for each gene. Green: Upregulated and Red: Downregulated. NS=not significant.
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Figure 6 A mutation-associated transcriptional signature was identified in 1 of 10 patients (CEBPA A303P in acute myeloid leukemia
patient 1058). (A,B) Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection of scRNAseq data from bone marrow cells derived from patient
1058, day 0, based on 10 principal component analysis consolidations and the 1,000 most variable genes in the data set. (A) Results
colored by predicted hematopoietic population using DMAP gene expression profile. (B) Results colored by identified mutations and
clusters using graph-based clustering. (C) Volcano plot revealing significantly differentially expressed genes between days 0 and 10
(FDR ≤0.05 and FC ≤�2, ≥2). (D) Heatmap of significantly differentially expressed genes in CEBPA-A303P mutant versus CEBPA
wild-type clusters, highlighting the distribution of transcript expression within the clusters. (E) Violin plots showing CPM values for
selected significantly differentially expressed genes in CEBPA (A303P) mutant versus nonmutant cell clusters. CPM=counts per min-
ute; FC=fold change; FDR=false discovery rate.
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Transposable element regulation in scRNA-seq

To interrogate the expression of transposable elements (TEs) within
the scRNA-seq data, we used the scTE [7] pipeline [35]. This
approach evaluates the expression of LTR retroposons, LINEs (long
interspersed nuclear elements), SINEs (short interspersed nuclear ele-
ments), and DNA transposons. Of the 10 evaluated patients, 4 exhib-
ited upregulation of multiple TE families at day 10 after decitabine
treatment (Supplementary Figure E19 vs. Supplementary Figure E20).
Again, we observed interpatient heterogeneity, although five TE sub-
families (LTR12C, AluY, MIR, AluSg, and L1PA2) were upregulated in
at least 3 patients. However, even in the most recurrently upregulated
transcript (LTR12C), the absolute CPM fold changes observed were
also modest across the 10 patients (2- to 4-fold; Supplementary Figure
E19C). TE expression did not correlate with decitabine treatment or
with lineage-defined subpopulations of cells. Correlation of inter-
feron-induced transcripts with LTR, SINE, LINE, and DNATE expres-
sion in scRNA-seq data identified trends, but not strong associations
(Supplementary Figure E21).

Transcriptional effects after relapse

To determine whether decitabine-induced transcriptional changes
persist at relapse, we evaluated 6 patients by performing scRNA-seq
analysis of paired diagnosis and relapse samples (Supplementary
Table E5). Data were processed and cells were evaluated based on
the number of detected transcripts (700−5000), mitochondrial
counts (<10%), and ribosomal counts (<50%) (Supplementary Figure
E22A−D; Supplementary Table E13). We again noted that cells clus-
tered more strongly by patient than by relapse status (Figure 7A). T
cells clustered separately, and AML cells were again organized into
monocytic/CMP or HSC/MEP assigned DMAP populations
(Figure 7B). Relapse samples were not associated with recurrent shifts
in DMAP-assigned lineage populations or consistent changes in
MIKI67 expression (Figure 7C−E).

We also performed an analysis of paired diagnosis and relapse sam-
ples to identify patient-specific changes (Supplementary Figures E23
−E28). Patients had overlapping UMAP cell populations and DMAP
cell types at relapse versus day 0, but no consistent shifts were noted
in DMAP assigned cell populations, nor fractions of MIKI67+ cells. In
only one case (1079; Supplementary Figure E27), the day 0 and
relapse samples were organized into distinct UMAP clusters with
morphologic shifts from a cluster that included monocyte, dendritic,
erythroid, and pre-B-cell populations to a population with monocyte
and NK T-cell assigned phenotypes.

Differentially expressed genes could be identified within the “com-
bined” myeloid cells (excluding CD3E+ and DMAP lymphoid cells),
and more upregulated genes were associated with the relapse sam-
ples (N = 555 upregulated vs. 156 downregulated; Figure 7F;
Supplementary Table E14). GSEA analysis was performed on the
“combined” myeloid cells at day 0 versus relapse (excluding CD3E+

and DMAP lymphoid cells). We observed a decrease in the Hallmark
heme metabolism program and other erythroid transcripts, which
contrasted with day 10 results, whereas an increase in interferon path-
ways paralleled day 10 results (Figure 8A; Supplementary Table E15).

Differential expression analyses were also performed for each indi-
vidual patient in the relapse cohort and identified a total of 4,065
genes that were significantly dysregulated (fold change ≥§2.0, FDR
≤0.05) (Supplementary Table E16). GSEA analyses identified an
increase in Hallmark heme metabolism in 4 of 6 patients at relapse,

which contrasted with decreased expression of genes in this pathway
in 6 of 10 patients at day 10 (Figure 8B). In contrast, the expression of
interferon g pathway genes was increased in 3 of 6 patients at relapse
and also increased in 4 of 10 patients at day 10. We detected the
expression of multiple globin genes at relapse, which contrasted with
their low expression levels on day 10 (Figure 8C vs. Figure 5B). The
expression of MPO and AZU1 was lower at relapse, while it was
increased on day 10; in contrast, the interferon-induced transcripts
IFI27, IFI44L, and IFITM1 were increased at relapse and day 10
(Figure 8C vs. Figure 5B). GMP-Like signatures were reduced in all 6
cases at relapse (Supplementary Figure E29B), which contrasted with
the day 10 increase in GMP-like signatures in 7 of 10 patients
(Supplementary Figure E16). Myeloid maturation signatures increased
in 5 of 6 patients at relapse, with large shifts among two patients with
dominant monocyte cell populations (patients 1061 and 1079)
(Supplementary Figure E29C).

Manual curation of transcripts with increased expression at relapse
in at least 3 cases suggested that the genes within the Hallmark heme
metabolism GSEA pathway encompass both globin gene transcripts
and erythroid maturation transcripts (Supplementary Table E17). This
included a series of transcripts involved in iron metabolism and por-
phyrin synthesis (ABCB10, ABCG2, ALAD, CPOX, EPB42, FECH,
GLRX5, HMBS, SLC11A1, SLC25A37, SLC25A37, STEAP3, UROD),
as well as glutathione regulation (BLVRB, HAGH, PRDX2, GCLM). It
also included the transcription factor KLF1, as well as other transcrip-
tion factors associated with erythroid maturation (HEMGN, TRIM10,
TRIM58, TSPO2, MAFB), a broad set of hemoglobin genes (HBA1,
HBA2, HBB, HBD, HBM, HBQ1), and erythroid cell membrane pro-
teins (GYPA, GYPB, GYPE, SLC4A1 (Band 3), ANK1 (Band 4.2),
RHAG, RHCE, RHD, SPTA1, SPTB, ADD2, DMTN, EPB42), sugges-
tive of changes in erythroid maturation at relapse. These effects are
especially notable in patient 1061 (Supplementary Figure E26), who
presented with predominantly monocytic/CMP populations at day 0
and at relapse, but the relapse nevertheless was associated with
increased expression of diverse porphyrin synthesis, hemoglobin, and
erythroid maturation genes (Supplementary Table E17). We assessed
this annotated list of genes for expression differences at day 10 versus
day 0 (Supplementary Table E17). HBB expression was lower in 6 of
10 cases, whereas all other genes had reduced expression in 2 or
fewer patients (Figure 5B; Supplemental Table E17). We also evalu-
ated the GSEA core transcripts associated with heme metabolism at
relapse and at day 10. We observed variable overlaps of porphyrin
and glutathione transcript levels at day 10 and induction at relapse,
but complete overlap among hemoglobin and erythroid maturation
transcripts, including KLF1, suggesting that erythroid maturation may
be consistently altered in some patients after relapse.

DISCUSSION

Decitabine is a cytosine analogue capable of incorporating into DNA
with different effects depending on the dose and the frequency
of exposure [9,36,37]. At lower doses, decitabine causes primarily
hypomethylation by inhibiting the function of DNMT1. At higher
doses, decitabine activates ATR/ATM DNA damage responses and
single-strand DNA break repair [38,39], resulting in DNA stress and
cytotoxicity.

The clinically relevant effects of in vivo decitabine are theoretically
challenging to reproduce accurately in vitro. The serum half-life of
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Figure 7 Changes in human TE transcripts during decitabine treatment identified using single cell RNA sequencing data. (A) Volcano
plots revealing significantly differentially expressed TEs of four patients who exhibited the largest transcriptional global changes in
ERV and TE transcripts between days 0 and day 10 (adjusted p value ≤ 0.05 and FC ≤�2, ≥2). (B) Plot showing recurrently upregu-
lated TEs at day 10 post decitabine treatment. Selected TE families are highlighted. (C) Boxplot showing LTR12C family log2 fold
change expression levels at day 10 after decitabine treatment across all 10 MDS and AML patients (green: significant case; gray: not
significant case). (D) t-SNE projection of scRNAseq data from selected patient whole bone marrow samples revealing day 0 and day
10 as well as TE expression levels in individual cells. AML=acute myeloid leukemia; ERV=endogenous retrovirus; FC=fold change;
MDS=myelodysplastic syndrome; TE=transposable element; UMAP=Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection.
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Figure 8 Transcriptional alteration in the bone marrow of AML and MDS patients at relapse versus diagnosis identified using single-
cell RNA sequencing. UMAP projection of scRNAseq data from all cells in MDS and AML patients based on 10 PCA consolidations
and the 1000 most variable genes in the data set. (A) Data colored by the patient. (B) Data colored by DMAP cell types. (C) Selected
myeloid cells (CD3E− and DMAP myeloid lineage) in MDS and AML patients colored based on relapse and day 0. (D) Results were
separated between day 0 and relapse colored by DMAP assigned cell types. (E) Data colored by Ki-67 expression level. (E) Volcano
plot highlighting differentially expressed genes within the combined data from six patients (FDR ≤0.05 and FC ≤�2, ≥2). AML=acute
myeloid leukemia; DMAP= Data Management and Access Plan; FC=fold change; FDR=false discovery rate; MDS=myelodysplastic
syndrome; UMAP=Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection.
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decitabine is extremely short (8−18 min) [40−43], and decitabine is
unstable in solution, with a half-life of approximately 12 hours,
depending on pH and temperature [44]. Decitabine integration into
DNA is cell cycle dependent, and thus, decitabine effects depend on
intracellular exposure during appropriate cell cycle phases. Different
cell types and tissues may also exhibit different responses to decita-
bine exposure, due to differences in cell cycle kinetics, drug transport
and metabolism, and basal epigenetic states [36,45]. In this study, we
assessed the effect of genome-wide methylation and transcription
changes induced by decitabine clinical treatment, following 10 days
of therapy and then at the end of the first cycle of decitabine (day
28). Assessing human bone marrow samples during therapy provides
a more dose-appropriate assessment, compared with in vitro models.
However, our results largely recapitulated previously published in
vitro results, suggesting justification for future in vitro studies, despite
theoretical pharmacologic concerns.

We applied WGBS to identify regions of the genome that were
preferentially sensitive to or resistant to decitabine-induced hypome-
thylation. We could identify a series of recurrent statistically significant
DMRs, but none of these passed manual review; these were generally
associated with a small number of outlier cases and did not contain
recurrent phenotypes. WGBS coverage was limited to 5
−25 £ (Supplementary Table E2) because of cost and anticipating
that broad coverage of CpGs would enable accurate detection of
local trends through averaging effects, although we cannot rule out
the possibility that deeper coverage might have enabled detection of
additional effects. In comparison with prior studies, some have identi-
fied recurrent CpGs with decitabine-induced hypomethylation [9].
However, large regions have not been identified, and uniform hypo-
methylation across broad regions of the genome have been reported
elsewhere [37], consistent with our data. We noted incomplete hypo-
methylation on day 10 of decitabine (Supplementary Figure E2). The
heterogeneous cell mixture in the bone marrow may contribute to
this phenotype (e.g., different cell types have differences in cell cycle
kinetics and decitabine metabolism pathways). However, reduction
in methylation was also incomplete in a study that evaluated cells
after a month of decitabine exposure [46], suggesting there may be a
limit to the maximum feasible or tolerable hypomethylation induced
by decitabine, either in vitro or after in vivo clinical exposure.

Similar to prior ex vivo decitabine treatment studies [9], we also
observed that decitabine-induced transcriptional changes were mod-
est, that global transcriptional signatures were informed primarily by
the patient-specific characteristics of the samples, and interpatient dif-
ferences surpassed recurrent transcriptional changes induced by deci-
tabine (Figure 2). Similar to others, we observed recurrent effects at a
small number of loci (COL14A1, globin, etc.) and pathways (inter-
feron, inflammation, TNF, heme metabolism, and myeloid matura-
tion) [9,20,21]. We also observed global induction of endogenous
retroviral elements (ERVs, SINEs, LINEs, etc.) [47]. However, the
absolute effect sizes of gene regulation and retro-element regulation
were modest, retro-element expression did not consistently correlate
with interferon expression or interferon-induced transcripts, and the
specific families and retro-element transcripts induced were heteroge-
neous between patients.

Our study included both MDS and AML samples; we chose to
focus on cases with a high tumor burden detected by exome
sequencing or cytogenetics rather than to select cases based on blast
counts. Across both WGBS and RNA-seq studies, we could not iden-
tify signatures that correlated with clinical characteristics or clinical

responses, including MDS versus AML, blast counts, WBCs, or
responses. Evaluation of larger cohorts may have enabled detection
of smaller, or less recurrent, transcriptional effects and correlation
with clinical features. Our goal had been to identify transcriptional
effects with the most clinical prognostic utility. Smaller effects may
yet be detectable, but these may not be relevant within the context
of a clinical receiver operating characteristic curve and accurate pre-
diction of responses to decitabine.

Although 9 cases evaluated with scRNA-seq were associated with
multiple somatic mutations, only 1 case had a mutation that was asso-
ciated with a clear subclonal expression signature in the day 0 sample.
In this patient (1058, Figure 6), cells with CEPBA A303P clustered
independently from cells without this mutation and were associated
with clusters of cells with HSC expression signatures (higher expres-
sion of CEPBA, CEPBE, CSF3R), whereas the CEBPA wild-type cells
were associated with erythroid clusters (higher expression of GATA1,
HBB, HBD). In separate studies [24,34], transcription factor muta-
tions (CEPBA, GATA2, FOXP1) also associated with unique subclonal
transcriptional signatures. Other classes of AML- and MDS-associated
mutations affect chromatin structure and/or RNA processing (e.g.,
epigenetic, splicing, cohesin, tumor suppressors), and would also be
expected to induce transcriptional effects. However, mutations in
chromatin and RNA processing genes have not yet organized unique
transcriptional signatures within subsets of cells, suggesting transcrip-
tion factor mutations may induce greater transcriptional effects that
are more easily detected.

Within groups of cells identified transcriptionally as T cells, we also
observed evidence of somatic mutations. The cohort of patients eval-
uated by scRNA-seq was older (median age = 75, range: 61−85),
and 8 of 10 patients had mutations in clonal hematopoiesis-associated
genes (U2AF1, TP53, DNMT3A, TET2, JAK2, RAD21, SF3B1), sug-
gesting that some clonal variants associated with AML and MDS may
occur initially in HSC compartments, but may still contribute to multi-
lineage hematopoiesis. However, we cannot fully exclude the possi-
bility that some of these variants may be associated with misclassified
cells, doublets, or another technical artifact.

HSC and leukemia stem cell (LSC) signatures have been impli-
cated in relapse. We used AUCell [48] to evaluate shifts in previously
defined leukemic HSC signatures [33]. At relapse, we noted a reduc-
tion in GMP-like signatures, increase in myeloid tumor signatures,
and increase in erythroid transcripts, but no increase in HSC-like sig-
natures (Supplementary Figure E26). As decitabine therapy rarely (if
ever) induced deep molecular remissions [8,49], perhaps the selec-
tive pressure exerted by this drug is inadequate to provide the selec-
tion pressure necessary to allow for rare HSC-like cells to emerge at
relapse.

Immune modulation has been proposed as a possible mechanism
of action for decitabine [47]. Although we observed interferon path-
ways induced by decitabine in both the RNA-seq and scRNA-seq
data sets, these pathways persisted at relapse, relative to day 0
(Figure 8). This suggests that either the reprogramming effects of deci-
tabine on interferon pathways remain constitutively active through
the time of relapse, or cells with activation are preferentially selected
as part of the relapse program. Regardless, interferon programs in
AML cells persist after decitabine exposure.

In contrast, the expression of a number of genes associated with
erythroid development was reduced at day 10, but expression of
these pathways was higher in relapse samples. Others have observed
that increases in fetal hemoglobin, detected by protein mass
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spectrometry after 6 weeks of therapy, correlate with clinical decita-
bine responses [19]. Our data examined early transcriptional effects
(day 10), noting decreases in the fetal hemoglobin genes HBG1 and
HBG2 on day 10, but more consistent reductions in HBB than in the
fetal g-globin chains. These larger and more consistent reductions in
HBB may alter ratios of b-globin to g-globin, enabling subsequent rel-
ative increases in fetal hemoglobin assembly. Shifts in oxidative phos-
phorylation states or in the synthesis of specific hemoglobin forms
may be a part of the decitabine effects. Alternatively, these may sim-
ply be components of myeloid maturation programs, with a recipro-
cal reduction in erythroid transcripts at day 10, and relapse escape
mechanisms that circumnavigate this myeloid maturation by aug-
menting erythroid maturation.

In sum, these data provide a genome-wide analysis of epigenetic
and transcriptional consequences of decitabine treatment in MDS/
AML patients undergoing therapy. Collectively, we observe global
hypomethylation on day 10 and recurrent induction of interferon-
regulated genes, associated with altered myeloid and erythroid matu-
ration, after treatment and at relapse. Interpatient variability has made
recurrent trends difficult to define; larger cohorts of patients and inte-
gration of comparisons with cohorts treated with azacitidine may
allow for a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms associ-
ated with response.
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